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This is the first part of a larger exercise in human roto, potentially 
one of the most time-consuming tasks we can do.  The project in-
volves rotoscoping a sportsman in motion, including clothes with 
multiple folds in it.

To start with, we break down the task into smaller stages.  This in-
cludes the set-up of multiple layers for our IK work.

The Planar Tracker is usually used for creating tracks of planar ob-
jects, often objects or rotating in perspective.  In this project, we see 
another way of using it, to stabilize an object that would otherwise be 
very challenging.

The final part of this class, is spent exploring different techniques to 
break down our object into small, more easily adjustable rotoshapes. 
We  also look briefly at X-Splines and B-splines.  We make and check 
the final adjustments before finishing the lesson.

Exercise 02 - Roto Techniques Part 1 - Duration 32:31

In this intro exercise we will be looking at some of the newer tools 
available in Silhouette and get  a look into how we will be approaching 
shots across the course.

We explore some approaches to getting better tracking data out of the 
point tracker, then how to use that when we start roto.

Before we start creating any rotosplines, we see how to rotate the 
canvas around to make drawing complex shapes a bit easier.

Finally for this lesson, we set up our first group of Layers and Shapes, 
then connect them  together with the IK (Inverse Kinematics) tool. 
This is a great way to speed up the rotoscoping of humans and other 
jointed objects. We see the basics of setting up an IK hierarchy, with 
the view to expand on these ideas in later exercises.

Exercise 01 - New Rotoscoping Tools - Duration 26:34
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This is focused on the new paint features since Silhouette V5, includ-
ing the new Clone and Brush features plus the Auto Paint.

The main project is to remove a lapel microphone from a presenter.  
This has always been straightforward to do on a single frame.  We 
look at how to make it simple across the whole sequence.

Some of the tools we use come directly from the Roto Node, including 
motion tracking and creating hold-out masks.

We also see how to match noise on the cloned areas, with the original 
plates.

Auto Paint allows us to quickly repeat a complex series of paint 
strokes across a range. We look at some ways to use this and avoid 
the common gotchas.  Finally we see how we can preserve areas of 
the footage that we do not want to paint on, even with the Auto Paint.

Exercise 04 - Additional Paint Features - Duration 33:26

We continue with our human roto from the previous exercise.

Before starting any more animation, we check out how to setup work 
ranges.  Not just to focus our animating, but also to allow realistic 
motion blur at the start and end of our clip.

The main focus of this tutorial is the animation of our rotosplines.

We start to use our IK tool properly, as part of our wider rotoscoping 
toolset.  Using a special trick, we maintain our stabilization from the 
motion tracker, whilst still being able to freely use IK.

As we begin the keyframing process, we discuss the hierarchy in the 
tools we use, and which tools are most suitable for particular tasks.  
Once we have the first part of the animation complete, we can then 
explore the effects motion blur will have on our shapes.

The final roto exercise involves an object that is invisible for much of 
the time, owing both to motion blur and to shadows.  Creating a good 
quality rotospline for a thin, flexible object is therefore a challenge.

Finally, we discuss new export options, and color-coding our splines.

Exercise 03 - Roto Techniques Part 2 - Duration 39:00
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Also know as “How to make a talking cat”. We get into a much more 
complex project this time, as we tackle the challenges in warping 
mouth movement.

After creating a simple proof of concept, we discover a larger issue 
with the footage as it originally stands.  We then discuss options and 
fix this with paint.

We then proceed to build our proper warp.  This process is handled in 
stages and we explore the different problems we face as we progress.  
Isolating elements and linking other sections to give life to the foot-
age.

When animating, it is important not to make this too mechanical, so 
we see how to override and stagger the keyframes.

Once our animation has reached a certain stage, we leave Silhouette 
briefly to see how adding further simple CG elements on top of our 
warp, really helps to sell the final shot.

Exercise 06 - Further Warping - Duration 46:22

This is the first in a series on the Morph node.  

We begin by looking at the Warping basics in Silhouette, and the dif-
ferent elements that make up a successful warp.  This includes plac-
ing Correspondence Points and setting up Barrier shapes.

The task is to add character to a children’s toy.  This involves some 
motion tracking and simple rotoscoping, as we set up our initial 
warp.

As we animate and add extra features to our warp, we have to start 
to think about Edge Density and how we tweak the shapes’ transi-
tions.

We finish off the effect by removing stray glitches and maintaining 
solid borders.

Exercise 05 - Introduction to Warping - Duration 25:15
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Things are starting to get tricky now.  We take the ideas from the pre-
vious exercises and apply them to morphing between two presenters 
who are also moving.

As with our Cat Warp in Exercise 06, we begin to build up our various 
shapes and animation in stages.  The moving footage also means a 
trip back to the motion tracker for another round of matchmoving.

Along the way, we see how to solve some common problems and po-
tential gotchas.  And as we begin to finish the shot, we see how stag-
gering the animation can be the only way to avoid issues inherent in 
the footage itself.

Exercise 08 - Further Morphing - Duration 34:27

With our Warping experience, we can now handle Morphing.

This tutorial looks at the fundamentals of how morphing works.  First 
with shape primitives then with text.

The same basic concepts of Warping still hold true, including Source, 
Target, Correspondence and Barriers.  The added complexity comes 
when our source and target objects are not only different shapes but 
use different footage too.

As the project gets more complex, we explore options for transition-
ing between different objects and how to tackle objects that need to 
disappear completely.  

We use multiple Object Lists to maintain structure and easily keep an 
overview of our progress.  We also start to see some troubleshoot-
ing options and how we use them to get out of situations where the 
Morph is creating issues for us.

Exercise 07 - Introduction to Morphing - Duration 32:42
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We start to explore the main tools that we will be using to speed up 
the generation of depth maps and the 3D conversion process.  We 
check out how to integrate the various gradients with the Adaptive 
tool.  This can give surprisingly accurate results very quickly.

The most important thing is to start to create strategies for tackling 
different types of shots, mixing Depth Tools with more traditional 
roto.

We look at three different shots, each with their own challenges.

Exercise 10 - Depth Tools in S3D - Duration 37:14

A change of pace in this section, as we start to look at the S3D Node.  
This is used for doing 2D-3D Conversions or for repurposing Stereo 
3D footage for stereoscopic or autostereoscopic outputs.  Don’t forget 
your 3D glasses.

In this first look, we look into the idea of generating depth maps and 
the basic tools with have for monitoring our 3D results.  We also 
discuss some of the different format options we have available, and 
some of the weaknesses or challenges inherent.

We monitor our progress using simple red/cyan anaglyph glasses.

As we move forward, we look at how we control the 3D effect, so that 
it is appropriate to the content and not uncomfortable for the viewer 
to watch.

Exercise 09 - Introduction to S3D - Duration 20:59
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We look at different uses for the S3D Node when it comes to dealing 
with Stereo 3D footage.  This includes adjusting depth for different 
outputs and even autostereoscopic (glasses free) viewing.  We can 
also export out depth maps to aid with various compositing tasks.

Shot 2 presents some extra challenges as we have to deal with a mis-
aligned right-eye view.  It also allows us to look at some new tools 
we have when rotoscoping S3D footage, to save time when creating 
shapes for both eyes.

We end with an example of an S3D shot that doesn’t respond well to 
the auto tools and explain why that would be.

Exercise 12 - Working with Stereo 3D - Duration 14:54

The Depth Tools are not the only way to create Depth Maps in the S3D 
Node.  In this class, we see how we can use other, upstream nodes 
to aid the generation of depth maps.  Then use these in collaboration 
with the tools we have already seen.

We start in S3D, finishing up a discussion we begun in the previous 
exercise, and see how to build depth maps in multiple dimensions.

Our next shot takes us back into Paint, as we overcome challenges 
with footage lacking sufficient punch. We take the time to set up our 
Paint Node to quickly mix between depth brushes.

The third shot sees us in the Keyer and we avoid a lengthy round of 
rotoscoping by generating an alpha channel.  Back in S3D we tweak 
and add to our shot, as we create smooth depth changes.

The final shot is a human conversion. We explore some of the prob-
lems this could cause us, and see how to break down the shot with 
a combination of roto and depth tools.  The final challenge is adding 
volume to hair without getting too much distortion or artefacting.

Before we leave, let’s hit the Export screen and check out how to take 
out the final project.

Exercise 11 - More Depth Maps in S3D - Duration 54:46
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